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This paper talks about controlling an organization’s network access by using
security policy enforcement. This is done through a two phased approach. First
by enhancing an organizations’ configuration management (CM) process by
creating a Connection Approval Process (CAP) that streamlines the CM process
for standard systems requesting access to the enterprise network. This CAP will
enable organizations to enforce their security policy while expediting network
access requests. The second phase involves enforcing the security policy
across the enterprise. This can be done using traditional methods or by using
new tools offered by security venders. The paper talks about how those tools
work and what services they offer to ensure that all devices on an organization’s
network remain secure. These tools are shown to be the best way to manage
security policy across an enterprise.
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Networks have never been stagnant; they just change at different rates. How
those networks are managed has changed over time as well. Part of managing a
network is ensuring that changes to the network do not negatively impact the
security stance of the network. The security check is usually part of a larger
configuration management process that also examines things such as
interoperability and functionality. I’d like to focus on a small part of configuration
management, the Connection Approval Process (CAP). CAP’s are streamlined
configuration management process and usually used for adding a single server
or workstation to a network. If a system is more complicated, then a full
configuration management board would be appropriated. Not all organizations
have a CAP (not all have a configuration management process either, but that’s
another issue), but for those that do, CAPs help improve the efficiency of your
present process. Having a CAP also gives organizations the choice of
delegating the responsibility to a specialized “CAP team”. One organization
assigned all CAPs to the Network Security Team. While this may not be the
ideal place to put this responsibility, it worked. For those without a CAP, this
paper hopefully will give some reasons for and the framework to create one.
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To ensure a common frame of reference we will define configuration
management as a process where new requirements and requests are discussed,
examined and validated against the current network in order to determine if they
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requirements (including meeting security policies) to operate on the network.
Depending on the size and needs of the organization, this process can be robust
or basic. A CAP is a streamlined configuration management process designed to
enable systems that meet a certain set of criteria to quickly connect to the
network. None of the elements of the configuration management process are
excluded, but by creating a set of standard parameters to which requesters can
configure their assets, many of those requests can be processed without having
to go through the full configuration management process. Since there are always
a certain percentage of requests that can fall in this category, a streamlined
process ensures the network maintains its secure operational stance while
speeding up the configuration management approval process.
Since a CAP should be heavily based upon the configuration management
process, its creation should derive from that same process. So as we talk about
creating a CAP and the process of a CAP, there will be many similarities to a
configuration management process. The CAP should be initiated by the system
owner who submits his request to either the configuration management board or
the CAP team. The request needs to include adequate information in it for the
first review to be successful. This information includes, but is not limited to: OS,
applications, purpose, protocols, description of users and the type of data (type
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of data has different meanings for commercial vs. government organizations).
The request should list the names and contact information of the system owner,
system administrator(s) and system security officer. At least one of these
contacts should be available twenty-four hours. The request should have a
justification with it signed by at least a first level manager. Some organizations
may wish to push that responsibility further up the chain to possibly even the
division head. It depends on the formality of the original configuration
management.
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The system owner should have access to the standards they are expected to
meet in order to be allowed to connect. Ideally, these standards should be
published or available somewhere that owner of the system making the request
can easily access them. They should also be easy for the system owners to
implement (‘easy’ here can be very relative. That is, easy for one person isn’t so
easy for another. The idea is that no one should have to hire a CCIE, CISSP and
an uber-MSCE just to set up their system for connection). By enabling system
owners to configure their system according to known and published standard
prior to requesting connection privileges, a lot of time is saved later on in this
CAP process. The detail of these standards can vary. In the government, the
standards are often several different written instructions and regulations
(admittedly not the easiest of papers to access or understand) that can be
enhanced (read: added onto) by agency instructions and regulations which in
turn can be enhanced (read: further added onto) by local LAN instruction and
regulations. On the other end of the spectrum, universities may have a minimal
listing of standards systems need to meet before being allowed to connect.
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what protocols and/or services are allowed, what the security settings need to be
and what uses are permitted. Again, ensure they are clear. You want to be able
differentiate between allowing Internet radio to the PC and implying that
someone could plug in a network appliance that plays or broadcasts music over
the network!
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The first thing the reviewer needs to look at after receiving the request, is
whether or not the request meets the minimum standards for acceptance. This is
a simple check of what applications, protocols and connections the system
owners desires against what is allowed on your network. Then the reviewer
should determine if the request could be met through current services on the
LAN. The goal is, if at all possible, not to create duplicate services on your
network. For example, a customer may want to build their own web server so
they can post status reports. Those reports can easily be posted and maintained
on the company’s web server and access controls established to allow the
customer to update their information while the IT unit maintains the server and
infrastructure. So by consolidatin g, you’ve prevented an additional server from
being placed on the LAN which could have been maintained by less then
competent administrators resulting in vulnerable points on your LAN. Another
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example is using an established FTP server to distribute documents instead of
creating an email listserv to mass email those same documents.
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After passing the first review, the system itself needs to be evaluated. For those
organizations that have a certification and accreditation program, the reviewer
needs to check to see if the system requires an approved accreditation and if so,
does the system have one. Here is where you need to decide if can the CAP go
ahead without an accreditation or does everything halt until the accreditation is
approved? If there is no certification and accreditation program or one is not
required of the system, then a vulnerability scan needs to be set up. Pick the
vulnerability scanner of your choice (Nessus, ISS, etc) and scan the system.
Provide the results to the system owner for them to resolve. The system owner
needs to fix any vulnerabilities found and/or mitigate them so they are acceptable
risks. During this fix and mitigation period, several meetings may need to be held
to discuss if the fix or mitigation offered by the system owners is acceptable to
the Network Security Staff.
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Once the system owners have resolved all the findings to the satisfaction of the
Network Security Staff, the CAP is nearly complete. To review, it has been
verified that the request is valid, makes use of approved applications and
protocols, does not duplicate current services and has been configured securely.
The last step for both parties is to have the system owner and the IT staff to sign
an agreement, often called a Memorandum of Agreement that sets agreed upon
rules of behavior and responsibilities for both sides. It also dictates
consequences for failing to remain inline with those rules of behavior and
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organization and purpose of the connecting system, one of the consequences
should always be disconnection if the system sufficiently jeopardizes the security
and integrity of the main network. The MOA should state at what level that
decision could be made with the IT staff having the power to act in an
emergency.
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A couple of notes: The process I have outlined above is primarily from a network
security point of view. There may be several other steps taken by the IT staff.
For example, IP assignment and a software configuration check. It also does not
take into account other types of devices such as workstations or PDAs.
However, in an organization where I used to work we did force both new
applications being loaded onto existing servers and network appliances (such as
Cisco IPTV ‘black boxes’) to go through the CAP process. But ensuring new
devices connected securely only took care of part the problem.

Enforcement: Controlling Network Access
Unless your entire network resides within easy walking distance from your desk,
there is an access problem. That is, anyone who can find a LAN connection can
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get access to your network by plugging in whatever they want. Thus the best
configuration management process can be totally undermined by a few (or many)
independent, ‘do-what-I-want-to’ users. Therefore, once you have a sound
configuration management process and/or a solid CAP in place, you want to
prevent new devices from connecting without your approval. There are two types
of network access control which can be viewed as traditional and modern.
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Traditional network access controls rely primarily on human intervention to grant
access to the network. I will address two methods within this category, one
proactive and one reactive. The proactive method is to enable MAC filtering at
the switch or router port. Most modern infrastructure devices support this feature
(Cisco, Juniper, etc). When used in conjunction with enabling only the ports that
are being used, this method prevents users (malicious or misguided) from
plugging in new devices to unused ports as well as switching out the device
currently attached to their current port. It also makes it very difficult, if not
impossible, for users to add devices to their current port by plugging in a hub.
Now users must come to you for permission to add devices to the network which
in turn enables you to enforce your configuration management processes or your
CAP.
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The second method is reactive. This is where you set up a periodic scan of your
entire network looking for new devices. The scan can be IP based or collect
MAC addresses. The second method is more accurate due to the fact IP
addresses are easily changed. First you must establish a known good baseline
of what is on your network. Then on a weekly or monthly basis (depending on
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the results. Once those discrepancies are learned, the rogue devices must be
tracked down (make sure you have an accurate map of you network and
accurate labeling on your infrastructure, or you will be tracing wire for a long
time!). Combine this with a vulnerability scan and you have a list of new and old
devices that do not conform to your security policy. Those devices need to be
brought into compliance with your security policy, put through your access
approval processes or removed from the ne twork.
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These methods work well for small networks or localized medium sized networks
that are fairly stable. However, as soon as your network starts changing
frequently (perhaps new nodes coming on line daily with others being removed
just as often) or grows very large (say, in excess of 5,000), these methods
become extremely time consuming and tedious. If multiple devices are being
added and removed frequently, someone on the IT staff becomes almost
dedicated to opening and closing ports. Or if your network is very large,
scanning for new devices takes longer and longer and reviewing the information
becomes harder. Additionally, it takes longer to track down the offenders. There
are some applications that will keep a running track of MAC addresses. While
this saves the time required to run scans, someone still needs to review the
information and then track the offenders down. These methods did not suit the
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large enterprise network environment well, an environment that needs
automation to handle the large number of assets, yet detailed control to ensure
every device meets the security policy set for enterprise. Enter a new set of tools
designed to meet those challenges.
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The concept of enterprise network access control is one that is fairly new to the
marketplace. Referred by Information Security Magazine as “security policy
management”, they define it as encompassing configuration management, rule
set management, password management, vulnerability management, patch
management and end-user management plus a whole lot more. I prefer to
simply think of it as an automated method of ensuring current network devices
remain compliant with set security policies and configurati on standards and
preventing new devices from getting full network access until they comply with
set security policies and conform to configuration standards. This method of
enforcing network access control succeeds in large, dynamic, multi -locale
environments by overcoming the problems created when attempting to apply
traditional methods. To study this I looked at several solutions offered by IT
companies to understand how they work and what are some advantages and
disadvantages of using this method.
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The products I chose for my research were: Microsoft’s Network Access Control,
Cisco’s Network Admission Control Program, Sygate’s Secure Enterprise,
Network Associates’ (McAfee) Trusted Connection Strategy, Symantec’s
Enterprise Security Manager, InfoExpress’ CyberGatekeeper, Configuresoft’s
ECM and NetIQ’s Vigilent Security Manager. I also took a brief look at PoliVec’s
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The purpose of all of these products was to check devices requesting network
access to ensure they met a certain set of standards and deny full or any access
at all if the requesting device did not meet those standards. This concept varied
significantly in how it was implemented.
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Security Policy Management is built upon having a central server where an
enterprise wide security policy is created. Many products such as NetIQ’s
Vigilent Security Manager have preloaded policies that can be applied or edited
then applied. Due to the complexity of most enterprise security policies, the latter
is the suggested choice if you are starting from scratch. This way you can modify
a tried and true policy that encompasses the knowledge of many security experts
and tweak it to work in your environment. If you have your own security policy
already (for example, many DoD organizations have their own), those products
give you the ability to enter settings of the users choice. Some products, such as
Sygate’s Secure Enterprise also allow for role based settings. This way, if the
server connecting is an FTP server or the user in an administrator, they get a
specialized policy that is adjusted to their network use.
But not all products offer the same level of security policy management. Sygate,
Microsoft, NetIQ, Configuresoft and InfoExpress all offer fairly robust and in
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depth policy checking. However, Network Associates, Symantec and Cisco
currently only offer checks on current AV signatures. Cisco’s plan is to license
it’s agent to other companies. Currently only Network Associates, Symantec and
Trend Micro have bought into Cisco’s product. On a side note, I could not figure
out, nor did either company’s web site indicate, why NA and Symantec would
develop their own product as well as buy into Cisco’s. On the surface, it seems
like a conflict of interest.
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Once you have decided on and entered your security policy into the manager
component of the software, now you can set your access compliance policy. To
do that, first each asset must be checked to see if their configuration matches
what you have set as the standard. Most of the products utilize an agent loaded
on the client for that task. The one thing that was difficult to learn about each
product was whether or not it granted access if a device come onto the network
without an agent. Two notable exceptions are NetIQ and InfoExpress.
InfoExpress assumes that if you don’t have an agent, you aren’t compliant. It
fails shut by putting those who aren’t compliant into quarantine. NetIQ can check
for an agent, but it doesn’t have to rely on the presence of an agent to perform its
compliance check. You chose to have it operate agentless. However, you must
allow DCOM on you network. Once the policy manager has made contact with
the device, it will check for compliance. Based on the results of the compliance
check, it will grant the device access to the network according to the access
policy you have set up. Your access policy consists of three choices : Deny,
Quarantined (or Limited) and Full. Full access, of course, means that the device
has been checked and it is in complete compliance with the enclave security
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another item not clear in most literature found is what level of denial enforced.
Cisco is the only one that can deny complete network access at the access point.
For those solutions that offer this over Remote Access (RA) connections, access
is denied at the perimeter. Microsoft’s solution is aimed primarily at RA users. In
fact, it doesn’t seem to offer security policy compliance enforcement within the
perimeter at all. However, for the rest it is unclear whether or not a device that
does not have an agent or is rejected is also prevented IP access to the network.
This a security concern, because as long as a malicious or misguided user can
gain IP access to a network, they can cause substantial damage to your network.

©

For those machines that are put into quarantine, your choice of options varies
depending on the product you have chosen. All of the products allow you to give
quarantined devices limited access to the network. But how and what you do
with those devices is entirely up to you. The simplest setting is to just have the
policy manager notify your or generate a report. Then it is up to you to track
these systems down and bring them into compliance. Since the system most
likely has an agent loaded on it, it usually is a straightforward task to command
the system to download patches and/or updates as well as remotely change the
configurations on the machine. While this can be done en masse, it would be
nice to be able to schedule such network traffic inducing activities after hours.
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However, administrator intervention may not be feasible or desirable for every
failed compliance check. A second option that some vendors offer is to give the
user the ability to update their own device. Everyone shudder with me.
Seriously, this may be an attractive option. By using the limited network access
granted by the quarantine status, you can give users the ability to update their
systems with all the necessary patches and configurations needed for full
access; if you set up the quarantine servers with those tools. Several of the
products will direct the user to the appropriate updates. For those that won’t, you
will have to devise a method of pointing users there. Once the user has brought
their device into compliance, they can be granted full access. The challenge, of
course is that whenever you give the user such responsibility (even with clear
simple directions), there are bound to be those that will make a mess and those
that still can’t get it right. Not because they are dumb, but because computers
may be far from their areas of expertise. So, if this option is chosen, be aware
that it will only decrease the work load of the IT staff, not eliminate it. In fact, it
may even create more work load if either the instructions to the user are not clear
or the setup of the quarantine network is incorrect and does not all ow users
access to the files they need for compliance.
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The final option also presents its share of positives and negatives. Many of the
products can be set to automatically repair non-compliant devices. Once the
device has been scanned and the areas where compliance was lacking noted,
then the application will go ahead and download the proper patches and
configurations needed to bring the system in line with current policy. The user
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the fact that once size does not fit all. You don’t want the locked down
configuration of a user’s end station being applied to an FTP server. Different
products tackle this issue in different ways. InfoExpress, for example, allows an
if-then approach. If the device is a web server, then apply this policy. Enabling
the automatic configuration of your devices is a great feature, but you must be
aware of the risks. First, you much be sure that your security policy is solid and
will not cause anything to break. Test it, test it, test it! You would much rather
break something in the test bed or on your trial domain than on the production
network where it could possibly impact the entire user base. Second, be aware
of the nuances of your user base. If there is a developers network for example,
realize they are not going to have any sort of standard configuration among
themselves even. This is not to say give them carte blanche, but special
attention needs to be paid to them in order to ensure they themselves are secure
and they don’t put the rest of the network at risk. Finally, the auto modes are not
‘fire and forget.’ They need to be monitored so that if anything unusual happens
or a problem arises, it can be quickly investigated and dealt with.
One last feature I would like to highlight is that of network monitoring for or
network discovery of new devices. Systems that do not have an agent installed
or are not known by the policy manager can still be connected to the LAN and
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live there essentially forever unless some method is made on a periodic basis to
find those new devices. Not all products do this. Some rely on the system
administrator to add an agent on every device. The devices that don’t have
agents loaded never get monitored or noted. NetIQ has a configurable device
discovery option that allows for the system to find new devices, load an agent (if
desired) and check for compliance.
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Security Policy Management is one of the key factors in securing your network.
By preventing devices that don’t meet the security standards you have set for
your network from attaching to your network, you have taken a huge step in
eliminating weak points. Although we didn’t talk in depth about configuration
management, establishing a thorough process is critical. Then, to relieve the
burden created by the numerous request and applications that configuration
management boards often have, a simplified connection approval process can be
created. This CAP enables systems that meet a certain set of parameters to
quickly be adjudicated and connected to the network without going through the
much longer and complicated CM process. At the same time it allows the IT staff
to ensure that nothing gets added to the network that isn’t secure. The
agreement signed at the end clearly delineates responsibilities and
consequences.
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Now that the IT staff is sure that all devices that went through the correct process
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howFDB5
to ensure
entire
network
(which may
contain devices added before a good CM and CAP process were established as
well as rogue devices added without IT’s permission) is and remained secure.
The best answer comes in the form of several products that checked for security
policy compliance on every device on the network. If a device was not compliant,
its network access is either blocked or, more likely, restricted. These products
also gave the ability to bring the non-compliant systems into compliance, either
automatically or through human intervention. By using the technologies offered
today along with ensuring your processes are in place, you will be able to
establish and maintain enterprise network security at the system level.
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Upcoming Training
SANS London July 2017

Jul 03, 2017 - Jul 08, 2017

Live Event

Cyber Defence Japan 2017

London, United
Kingdom
Tokyo, Japan

Jul 05, 2017 - Jul 15, 2017

Live Event

SANS Munich Summer 2017

Munich, Germany

Jul 10, 2017 - Jul 15, 2017

Live Event

SANS Cyber Defence Singapore 2017

Singapore, Singapore

Jul 10, 2017 - Jul 15, 2017

Live Event

SANS Los Angeles - Long Beach 2017

Long Beach, CA

Jul 10, 2017 - Jul 15, 2017

Live Event

Community SANS Phoenix SEC401

Phoenix, AZ

Jul 10, 2017 - Jul 15, 2017

Community SANS

Mentor Session - SEC401

Ventura, CA

Jul 12, 2017 - Sep 13, 2017

Mentor

Mentor Session - SEC401

Macon, GA

Jul 12, 2017 - Aug 23, 2017

Mentor

Community SANS Atlanta SEC401

Atlanta, GA

Jul 17, 2017 - Jul 22, 2017

Community SANS

SANSFIRE 2017

Washington, DC

Jul 22, 2017 - Jul 29, 2017

Live Event

SANSFIRE 2017 - SEC401: Security Essentials Bootcamp Style

Washington, DC

Jul 24, 2017 - Jul 29, 2017

vLive

Community SANS Fort Lauderdale SEC401

Fort Lauderdale, FL

Jul 31, 2017 - Aug 05, 2017

Community SANS

SANS San Antonio 2017

San Antonio, TX

Aug 06, 2017 - Aug 11, 2017

Live Event

SANS Boston 2017

Boston, MA

Aug 07, 2017 - Aug 12, 2017

Live Event

SANS Prague 2017

Prague, Czech Republic

Aug 07, 2017 - Aug 12, 2017

Live Event

Community SANS Omaha SEC401*

Omaha, NE

Aug 14, 2017 - Aug 19, 2017 Community SANS

SANS New York City 2017

New York City, NY

Aug 14, 2017 - Aug 19, 2017

Live Event

SANS Salt Lake City 2017

Salt Lake City, UT

Aug 14, 2017 - Aug 19, 2017

Live Event

Community SANS Trenton SEC401

Trenton, NJ

Aug 21, 2017 - Aug 26, 2017 Community SANS

Community SANS San Diego SEC401

San Diego, CA

Aug 21, 2017 - Aug 26, 2017 Community SANS

Virginia Beach 2017 - SEC401: Security Essentials Bootcamp
Style
SANS Virginia Beach 2017

Virginia Beach, VA

Aug 21, 2017 - Aug 26, 2017

vLive

Virginia Beach, VA

Aug 21, 2017 - Sep 01, 2017

Live Event

SANS Adelaide 2017

Adelaide, Australia

Aug 21, 2017 - Aug 26, 2017

Live Event

SANS Chicago 2017

Chicago, IL

Aug 21, 2017 - Aug 26, 2017

Live Event

Mentor Session - SEC401

Minneapolis, MN

Aug 29, 2017 - Oct 10, 2017

Mentor

SANS San Francisco Fall 2017

San Francisco, CA

Sep 05, 2017 - Sep 10, 2017

Live Event

SANS Tampa - Clearwater 2017

Clearwater, FL

Sep 05, 2017 - Sep 10, 2017

Live Event

Mentor Session - SEC401

Edmonton, AB

Sep 06, 2017 - Oct 18, 2017

Mentor

SANS Network Security 2017

Las Vegas, NV

Sep 10, 2017 - Sep 17, 2017

Live Event

Community SANS Albany SEC401

Albany, NY

Sep 11, 2017 - Sep 16, 2017

Community SANS

Community SANS Dallas SEC401

Dallas, TX

Sep 18, 2017 - Sep 23, 2017

Community SANS

